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Editorial

Do the apostles of the New Testament
continue? Do signs, wonders and
miracles continue? We say no! The
apostles and the miracles they
performed are unique . Does that mean
to say that God cannot perform
miracles today ? Emphatically not!
God is omnipotent. He has not
changed. When he deems it
appropriate he does do miracles for his
people. He may grant them angelic
assisted
escape
from
pri so n.
Sometimes he gives them supernatural
healing. But that is exceptional.
In the New Testament the reason for
the miracles was to vindicate apostolic
authority. A miracle such as the
healing of the lame man by Peter and
John at the temple gate (Acts 3: 1-10)
was used to prove to the Sanhedrin
that Jesus is indeed the Son of God.
Some assert that the reason for the
cessation of miracles is our lack of
faith. Lack of faith is the excuse
employed by so-called miracle
workers when they fail to heal. They
blame the patient. In Nigeria one faith
healer demanded the equivalent of one
hundred pounds as his fee. When the
sufferer
returned
without
improvement a week later, failure was
put down to the fact that she had not
paid enough money in the first
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instance. This ' healer' then requested
two hundred pounds!
The approach of Jonathan Edwards to
cessationism as explained by Michael
Haykin , principal of the Toronto
Baptist Seminary, is positive. To
Edwards, the work of the Holy Spirit
in regeneration and sanctification is
more glorious in its nature than
spectacular acts of creation or physical
miracles. The cosmos a.round us is a
permanent evidence of stupendou s,

omnipotent power. The greatest of all
miracles, the universal resurrection of
the dead and the creation of a new
heavens and a new earth , is soon to
come. We do beli eve in the
supernatu ral power of God. The issue
is one of God's purpose. His purpose
was to authenticate the deity of Jesus
with superlati ve wonders and miracles
and also to authenticate the testimony
to Christ by his apostles with signs,
wonders and miracles.
In addition to the scandalous abuse as
mentioned above and which is
common today, there are furt her
reasons why we mu st exercise
discernment of the kind exemplified
by Jonathan Edwards.

Factors that should be noted are:
1. Satan also has the power to do
miracles as we see from Exodus
chapter seven. Our Lord warned us
that there will be those who
profess to be Chri stian prophets
who will be condemned to eternal
punishment. They performed signs
and wonders but he will say to
them, 'I never knew you. Away
from me, you evil-doers! ' (Matt
7:2 1-23 , see also 2 Thess 2:9).
2. Those who advertise themselves as
mjracle workers today do not
welcome people in wheelchairs to
come forward fo r healing. They
fun ction with the unveri fia ble
areas such as aches and pain s and
they excel in the area of the
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psychosomatic which is the realm
of mental stress related to the body.
3. Our faith does not rest on miracles.
Jes us warned that a wicked and
adul tero us generation seeks signs
(Matt 12:39-42; 16:4). Our faith is
in the scriptu ral record which
testifies to God 's acts of
redemption through hi story and
especiail y the scriptural testimony
to the incarnation : Christ's life,
death, resurrection and ascension.
4. T he Bible describes those who are
commended fo r their patience in
suffering, who did not ex peri ence
mirac ulous cures. Job's testimony
stands
out.
He
recovered
eventually but there is no record
that he di d so by a mirac le.
Trophimus was left sick in Mil etus
(2 Tim 4:20). We are not sure what
Paul 's thorn in the fl esh was ,
perh aps a severe ophtha lmi c
probl em (Gal 4: 14- 15), but he was
not cu red (2 Cor 12:7- 10). We are
all subject to death and as we face
that prospect we do not look fo r
miraculous escape from that. What
we do seek is copious Christian
grace and pati ence so that we
might glori fy God with a good
testi mo ny and also be an
encourage ment to others. In
Hebrews 11 we read of those who
experi enced
mirac ul ous
deli verances but there fo ll ows a
catalogue of suffe rers who were
not deli vered but who endured
pati entl y. T hey
are
hi ghl y
commended !

·--

Extraordinary Charismatic Gifts
Michael Haykin
It was an unquestioned theological axiom for most eighteenth-century,
English-speaking Protestants that what they called the extraordinary gifts of
the Spirit, gifts such as prophecy, glossolalia, and miraculous powers, had
ceased with the passing of the apostles. The itinerant evangelist George
Whitefield, for instance, in his sermon The Indwelling of the Spirit, the
Common Privilege of all Believers (1739), declares that Christ's promise of
the Spirit in John 7:37-39 has nothing to do with receiving power 'to work
miracles, or show outward signs and wonders'. Whitefield suggests that such
signs and wonders occun-ed only when 'some new revelation was to be
established, as at the first settling of the Mosaic or gospel dispensation '. He is
suspicious of ' the spirit of those who insist upon a repetition of such miracles
at this time. For the world being now become nominally Christian (though
God knows, little of its power is left among us) there need not outward
miracles, but only an inward co-operation of the Holy Spirit with the Word, to
prove that Jesus is the Messiah which was to come into the world .' From
Whitefield 's point of view, genuine manifestations of these extraordinary gifts
of the Spirit occuITed only to authenticate the giving of fresh revelation . 'The
world being now become nominally Christian' - that is, the 'world ' having
intellectually accepted the truth of Christianity - the Spirit's work was
circumscribed to making this intellectual commitment a reality in heart and
life.
It was a few months after the appearance of these remarks in print, when

Whitefield was on his second trip to America, that the English preacher wrote
his first letter to Edwards. It was to be another year, though, before the two
men actually met for six days in the autumn of 1740. If Whitefield 's pulpit
discourse during his time in Northampton is anything to go by, their
conversations together would have been centred around the work of the Holy
Spirit in revival and the 'plentiful effusion of the Spi1it upon believers'. Did
they also talk abo ut the gifts of the Spirit and the cessation of those which they
and their era described as 'extraordinary'? They may well have done so, for it
was an issue that had come to the fore during the final days of the revival in
the Connecticut Valley. Edwards records in the concluding pages of the
Faithful Narrative the account of a man from nearby South Hadley,
Massachusetts, who 'was possessed with an opinion, that it [i.e. the revival]
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was the beginning of the glorious times of the church spoken of in Scripture'
and that, therefore, 'many in these times ... should be endued with extraordinary
gifts of the Holy Ghost.'
Further evidence that Edwards might have raised the subject comes from the
two sermons to be examined in this chapter, both a part of Charity and Its
Fruits, a series of sermons on 1 Corinthians 13 that Edwards preached in 1738.
Of the fifteen sermons that comprise this series, two of them, sermons 2 and
14, argue at some length for the cessationist position. Edwards obviously felt
there were important reasons to highlight ptttllicly the fact that the
extraordinary gifts had ceased once and for all. If the issue did come up,
Edwards would have rejoiced to find Whitefield in full agreement with his
views. As we shall see, however, the former's reasons for believing that the
extraordinary gifts had ceased are somewhat more compelling than the one
offered by Whitefield.

The extraordinary gifts of the Spirit
At Edwards' death in 1758 a co siderable number of his writings remained
unpublished. His will, probated on May 13, 1758, had bequeathed his
manuscripts to his wife, whom he had also named as his executrix. She died
later that same year, on October 2. In her will she specified that ownership of
her husband's manuscripts 'should continue to reside in all the children and
their heirs.' In 1767 the Edwards children forma lly committed the manuscripts
to Jonathan Edwards, Jr. (1745-1801), who had them till his death. At that time
they passed into the hands of Timothy Dwight (17 52-1817), the son of Mary
Edwards Dwight (1734-1807) and the President of Yale. Sereno E Dwight, his
son, possessed them after his father 's death till the late 1840s, when they
became the property of another of Edwards' great-grandsons, Tryon Edwards.
It was Tryon Edwards who decided to undertake the publication of the
sermons on 1 Corinthians 13, being rightly convinced that these 'Lectures' , as
he called them, are 'of great interest and value.' However, as Paul Ramsey, the
editor of the most recent critical edition of Charity and Its Fruits, has clearly
shown, Tryon Edwards' edition freely introduces various ' improvements' and
abridgements into the text of a number of the sermons, as well as on occasion
simplifying Edwards' language. Ramsey's critical edition is primarily based
on an early nineteenth-century copy of the original sermons, which are no
longer extant. It is this critical edition which has been used in this chapter.
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The first of two sermons to tackle the issue of the gifts of the Spirit is based
on 1 Corinthians 13: 1-2. Edwards begins by arguing that two distinctions need
to be made when it comes to the gifts of the Spirit. First, those that are
'common' are to be distingui shed from those that are saving. For instance, the
Spirit can bring about conviction of sin in both the ungodly and the godly, but
saving faith and love belong only to the godly. Then, the 'extraordinary or
miraculous gifts of the Spirit' mu st be differentiated from ' the ordinary
influences of the Spirit in the saints.' The extraordinary gifts were plentiful in
the 'first age of the church till the death of all the apostles,' for that was 'the
age of miracles.' They are denoted 'extraordinary,' since they occur 'only on
extraordinary occasions,' not in every period of history. They were given in the
apostolic era, and certain earlier biblical periods, ' to reveal the mind and will
of God before the canon of the Scripture was complete' and to help establish
the fledgling church. It should be noted that when Edwards uses the word
'extraordinary' in the earlier Faithful Narrative, and in his later Distinguishing
Marks and Religious Affections, he gives the term a somewhat different
meaning from here in Charity and its Fruits. Here it is a recognized technical
term, part of the standard vocabulary of cessationism. In the writings which
relate directly to the revival s of the 1730s and 1740s, however, the word
denotes what is unexpected and out of the ordinary.
Edwards does not wish to belittle these extraordinary gifts. Possession of them
was indeed a great privilege. After an eloquent passage in which he
enumerates a number of biblical characters who were privileged in this regard,
men such as Moses and Daniel, Edwards locates their privilege in the fact that
Christ himself is a prophet, and thus ' there is in them [i.e. the gifts] a
conformity to Christ in his prophetical office.' Edwards also links the
'greatness of the privilege' to the fact that many of those who have been the
recipients of these gifts have been ' the most eminent saints.' In these cases the
bestowal of the gifts can only be understood as clear 'tokens of God's
extraordinary favour and love.'
The burden of the sermon, though, is to emphasize that though the possession
of these gifts is indeed a great privilege, ' the ordinary influences of the Spirit
of God working grace in the heart is a far greater privilege.' Edwards is led to
this conclusion, first of all, by his exegesis of the text. Edwards rightly notes
that 1 Corinthians 13 cannot be divorced from the two chapters on either side
of it. From 1 Corinthians 14: 1 - 'Follow after charity, and desire spiritual
gifts', Edwards observes that love and the gifts are two entirely different
things . To determine which of the two is to be preferred, Edwards goes back
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to 1 Corinthians 12:31. There the Apostle has no sooner encouraged his
Corinthian readers to desire 'the best gifts' than he urges them to engage
themselves wholeheartedly in the pursuit of 'a more excellent way,' love,
which Paul delineates in chapter 13. Thus, as the New England theologian
reads l Corinthians 13 , the particular question that he asks of this text is
'Which is more preferable, the gifts or love?'
When 1 Corinthians 13 and its immediate context is questioned in this way,
the passage yields the obvious answer that Paul prefers love to the gifts. Paul's
actual concern in this passage, however, is somewhat different from the one
that Edwards brings to it when he interprets it. Paul is seeking to demonstrate
in this chapter that love is the criterion which must shape every use of the gifts
of the Spirit. Chapter 13 crystallizes Paul 's central concern in chapters 12-14,
which is to maintain that the Corinthians act in love towards one another.
Rather than entertaining the choice of either the gifts or love, Paul is insistent
that both are necessary.

'The greatest privilege and blessing'
Edwards has sought to magnify these extraordinary gifts in order to offset the
far-surpassing blessing of 'the Spirit of God working grace in the heart.' In
what constitutes the third major section of the sermon, Edwards proceeds to
enumerate nine reasons why the possession of saving grace or holiness is
something far greater than 'the spi1it of prophecy, or the gift of tongues, or
working miracles even to the moving of mountains.' What is significant about
this list is that it anticipates many of the same points Edwards will make when
he comes to write his spiritual classic, Religious Affections, seven or eight
years later.
First, the blessing of saving grace 'makes a man's heart and nature excellent.'
By it the believer is constituted a holy person, for 'holiness consists in having
grace in the heart.' The extraordinary gifts, on the other hand, have no salvific
effect on their possessor 's heart and nature. Edwards compares them to
garments that a person wears and to 'precious jewels, which a man carries
about him.' Neither of these can effect any lasting inner change, unlike grace
'by which the very soul itself becomes a precious jewel. '
Saving grace effects such a change because it issues from the Spirit's very
presence in the believer's heart. Of course, by means of the extraordinary gifts
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the Spirit can and does 'produce effects in the man' who possesses them. But
these gifts in themselves do not convey holiness. Edwards alludes to Genesis
1:2 to drive home his point: 'The Spirit of God may produce effects on many
things to which it does not communicate itself. So the Spirit of God moved on
the face of the waters, but not so as to impart himself to the waters. ' The Holy
Spirit can act upon many things, both an imate and inanimate, to which he does
not communicate or impart his nature. Thus, in Genesis 1:2, it is stated that the
Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters , but in doing so he did not
impart his nature to the watery deep. In the case of an individual human being,
a person may be the possessor of powerful, extraordinary gifts and yet not
actuall y be indwelt by the Spirit.
Third, what Edwards calls 'the spiritual image of God ' co nsists not of the
'power to work miracles, and foretell future events' or the possession of any
of the Spirit's extraordinary gifts. It li es in being hol y, which can result only
from having saving grace in the heart. Among Edwards' key theological
concepts was the di stinction between what he calls the ' natural image of God '
and the 'spiritual image of God .' The former consists of ' men 's reason and
understanding, his natural ability and dominion over the creatures.' The latter,
which was lost at the Fall and is restored on ly in Christ, consists of holiness.
Since the 'spiritual image of God ' can also be described as ' the amiable image
and likeness of Christ,' it can be readily seen why Edwards is adamant that
saving grace is of far greater value than the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit.
Christlikeness has far more to do with ' having the same mind in us which was
in Christ, in having the same spirit which he was of, in being meek and lowly
of heart' than with doing the miracles that he did.
Then, Edwards takes note of the fact that God bestows the saving grace of his
Spirit 'only on his own favourites and children ' and that the 'grace of God in
the heart is a gift of the Holy Ghost peculiar to the saints.' But it is not so with
the various gifts of the Spirit. As Edwards peruses the pages of Scripture he
finds that various wicked, unregenerate individuals such as Balaam, Saul and
Judas Iscariot prophesied and worked miracles. Though this exercise of the
gifts of the Spirit by the unregenerate was unusual, it served to demonstrate
that there is no essential link between such extraordinary gifts and gen uine
spirituality.
In the fifth place, the Spirit's work in the heart of an individual bears an
'infinitely more excellent fruit' than the exercise of the gifts, for the former
issues in eternal salvation whereas the latter does not. From such scriptural
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examples as Judas Iscariot, it is plain that a person may be the recipient of the
extraordinary gifts of the Spirit and yet still go to hell . Edwards has Chri st's
own words in Matthew 7:22-23 to cite as proof in this regard. In thi s text
Christ predicts that there will be ' many' on the day of judgment who will turn
to their exercise of the gifts of pro phecy and exorcism, and the working of
wonders to justify their entry into heaven. But, the Lord Christ says he will
have to respond to them, 'I never knew you; depart from me, ye that work
ini quity.'
Sixth, Edwards asserts that genuine ' happi ness consi sts in holiness,' not in the
expe1ience of 'extraordinary infl uences. ' Holiness - knowing, serving and
loving God, having ' a holy and divine temper of soul ' - is sufficient fo r
happiness apart from anything else. As Edwards would later confess in
Distinguishing Marks with regard to the possibility of the extraordinary gifts
of the Spirit being once more given to the Church: 'For my part, I had rather
enj oy the sweet influences of the Spirit, showing Christ's spiritual di vine
beauty, and infinite grace, and dying love, drawing fo rth the holy exerci ses of
faith, and divine love, and sweet complacence, and humble joy in God, one
quarter of an hour, than to have prophetical visions and revelati ons for a whole
year.'
Moreover, the reason why God gave the extraordinary gifts during the
apostolic era was the establishment and propagation of the gospel, which in
turn would lead men and women to God and promote true holiness in their
lives. The extraordinary gifts, then, were designed to serve as the handmaid,
as it were, of saving grace in the hi story of redemption. This was a conviction
Edwards had first aired ten or so years before, when he wrote in hi s 'repository
for writings on various theological to pi cs ,' the notebooks call ed the
Miscellanies, that the extraordinary gifts were made use of once, only for the
introducing of the more perfect way, in whi ch the catholic church of all nati ons
was forever to be instructed. God ow communicates himself to his church in
a much more excellent and glorious way than that by miracles, etc. , by the
communications of his Spirit of holiness to the hearts of his people, and his
teaching and spiritually instructing us out of the Word . This is infinitely a more
excellent way, as the Apostle says (I Cor 12:3 1), 'Covet earnestly the best
gifts: and yet I show you a more excell ent way. Though I peak with the
tongues of men and angels, and have not charity,' etc. This is the end of the
other way ; it is excellent in itself; but inspiration and miracles are good for
nothing without it, as the Apostl e plainly tell s u in the thirteenth chapter of I
Corinthians.
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It is noteworthy that undergirding both this reflection on the extraordinary
gifts subserving saving grace and that in Charity and Its Fruits is 1
Corinthians 13. And it is also obvious that this Pauline passage is crucial for
the development of Edwards ' thinking about the nature of the extraordinary
gifts of the Spirit. As we shall see, Edwards develops this specific point at
much greater length in the fourteenth sermon of Charity and Its Fruits.
Eighth, those who possess the Spirit's extraordinary gifts, yet have no
experience of saving grace, will find that this privilege serves only to heighten
their hardheartedness and further their ultimate condemnation. Edwards sees
such people depicted in the solemn words of Hebrews 6:4-6, especially the
phrases that talk of tasting the heavenly gift and being 'made partakers of the
Holy Ghost.' These individuals had seen the gifts at work in their lives and
had actually felt the power of them in their souls. But they were devoid of
'saving influences of the Spirit,' and they found themselves ultimately
committing the unpardonable sin, apostasy.
Finally, Edwards points to the eternality of saving grace and divine love as
indicative of their greater worth when measured alongside the gifts. Citing
1 Corinthians 13:8 ('Charity never faileth: but whether there be prophecies,
they shall fail; whether there be tongues, they shall cease; whether there be
knowledge, it shall vanish away'), he concludes that 'divine love will remain
throughout all eternity.' The gifts, on the other hand, are but temporary 'means
of grace. '

Extraordinary impressions
In what is Edwards ' application of this doctrinal teaching, he first of all
reiterates that having 'saving grace in the heart' is far greater than any other
privilege one can imagine. No other God-given privilege in this world can
even compare with this, 'the greatest privilege and blessing which God ever
bestows on any persons in this world,' not even that granted to 'the blessed
virgin Mary - that of her should be born the Son of God.' As Edwards would
later boldly declare in Some Thoughts, 'The work of God in the conversion of
one soul...is a more glorious work of God than the creation of the whole
material universe: it is the most glorious of God's works.'
Edwards then goes on to deal with a way of thinking that was common to the
spirituality of his day. It was thought by many that when spiritual impressions
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came to the mind with suddenness and force - Edwards refers to them as
'extraordinary impressions ' - they were genuinely from God. There were also
some who concluded from the fact that when verses of Scripture came
'suddenly, and with ever so great impression,' God was revealing something
that he was about to do or informing the individual concerned about his or her
spi1itual state. Thus, if someone were reading thrnugh Romans 5, and Romans
5:la ['we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ' ] leapt out from
the page as it were and impressed itself upon the mind of the reader, this
person might conclude from this experience that he or she was regenerate.
Edwards believes this thinking to be woefully misguided.
Edwards considers it vital to disti nguish between those whom God originall y
addressed in the biblical record a d later readers. The two are obvious ly not
identical. Therefore, no reader after the apostolic era, when the canon was
completed, is justified in believing that he or she is the recipient of a special
divine revelation. Thus , Edwards argues, if these impressions gu beyond what
the actual text of Scripture says, then they fall into the class of an
extraordinary gift of the Spirit. Since these gifts no longer occur, any such
revelatory impression after the apostolic era must be a delusion. Moreover, as
Edwards has argued to this point in the sermon, such extraordinary gifts in
themselves have no salvific value. Yet, it should be noted that Edwards is quite
prepared to grant that God can and does use hi s Word to drive home truth to
an individual's mind and conscience. He will later make the distinction in The
Religious Affections between thos impressions that ' arise on occasion of the
Scripture,' that is, when a portion of the Word of God is being read or heard,
and those impressions that 'properly come from the Scripture, as the gen uine
fruit of the Scripture, and by a right use of it,' that is, that are agreeab le to the
actual meaning of the text being read.
A third point of application concerns the possibility of the gifts being restored
in the millennial era. Since this point is covered in greater fullness in Edwards'
fourteenth sermon in Charity and Its Fruits, we shall leave our discussion of
it till later in this chapter. Edwards concludes sermon two with an exhortation
to his Christian hearers to consciously live out their lives in the light of the
great privilege that is theirs. He urges those who have been the recipients of
saving grace to consider 'how great that blessing is which God has bestowed
upon them of his mere free love and sovereign grace, and not for any
worthiness of theirs; and how great obligations they are under to gl01ify God:
and to glorify Christ, who hath purchased this blessing with his own blood.'

The Holy Spirit, 'the great purchase of Christ'
The fourteenth sermon takes for its text, l Corinthians 13 :8 'Charity never
fails; but whether there be prophecies, they shall fail; whether there be
tongues, they shall cease; whether there be knowledge, it shall vanish away ' This sermon has for its major theme, the eternality of the love that God has
given to his church. In exploring this theme, Edwards has more to say about
the place that the extraordinary gifts have in the history of redemption and the
Spirit's work in that redemptive plan.
In the doctrinal section of the sermon, Edwards begins by emphasizing that
' the great purchase' of Chri st's death is the Holy Spirit, an assertion we have
seen Edwards develop in his early sermon, The Threefold Work of the Holy
Ghost. In a statement that he would make with increasing frequency in the
years to come, Edwards maintained that the 'sum of all those good things in
this life, and the life to come, and are purchased for the church, is the Holy
Spirit.' Prior to the fall, Adam and Eve had possessed the Spirit, and he had
indwelt them, but at the Fall they lost him, an indication to Edwards that they
' had no proper right or sure title to the Spirit.' With Christ's death, however, a
fundamental change came in the way that the Spirit would relate to human
beings. Those for whom Christ died would receive the Spirit on the basis of
the 'sure covenant' between Christ and God the Father, a covenant sealed by
the blood of Chri st. Now the Spirit is not only 'communicated to those who
are converted,' he is given to them on the basis of this covenant, 'so that he
has become theirs.' This section of the sermon concludes with a most telling
description of the permanence of the Spirit's indwelling in Christians.
Believers need to recognise, Edwards stresses, that 'Christ is become theirs,
and therefore his fullness is theirs, his Spirit is theirs, the Spirit of Christ is
their purchased and promi sed possession. '

Miraculous gifts of the Spirit but temporary
The communication of the Spirit to the church during the apostolic era
involved the giving of a variety of extraordinary gifts to believers of that day.
Unlike the Spirit's indwelling, however, these gifts were but temporary. When
those who had enjoyed their use in this world as a 'means of grace' reached
heaven , they found that there was neither place nor need for their exercise.
Like the 'ordinary ' means of grace, such as prayer and the sacraments, the
extraordinary gifts were only given for a season. This fact about the realm of

the Spirit, Edwards goes on to assert, is analogous to one in the world of
agriculture. The fruits of the field 'need tillage, and rain, and the shining of the
sun ' till they have ripened. But once they have been harvested and 'gathered
in ,' they no longer need these helps for their growth.
Not only were these gifts temporary as regards the individuals who possessed
them ; they were also 'but for a season with regard to the church of God as a
collective body.' Edwards briefly traces the history of the way in which these
gifts have been given since the beginning of the world. Before the writing of
Job and the Pentateuch, in Edwards' thinking the earliest books of the Bible,
the Spirit of God had communicated in 'dreams and visions,' and 'immediate
revelation .' Adam and Eve, Enoch - who had the gift of prophecy according to
Jude 14 - Noah, the patriarchs - Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph - Job and
his friends were all favoured with 'many immediate revelations.' After a
period of time when such gifts were not given, Moses and a succession of Old
Testament prophets received these gifts. At the death of the last of these
prophets, Malachi, there followed another 'great intermission of several
hundred years' till the dawn of the apostolic era, when the Spirit once again
began bestowing his extraordinary gifts. Even though these gifts were
plentiful in the Church at that time, this 'age of miracles' lasted for only a
hundred years. Once the canon of Scripture was complete, 'an established
written revel ation of the mind and will of God,' which could serve as a
'standing rule' for the Church throughout the ages, ' then the miraculous gifts
of the Spirit ceased.' And this cessation Edwards sees as a direct fulfilment of
Paul's statement in 1 Corinthians 13:8.
At the end of this sermon Edwards will consider a possible future scenario in
which these gifts are fully restored to the church. One of the reasons that he
will firmly reject this possibility is that believers ' have no need of another
Scripture,' they already have 'a perfect rule by which to walk.' If the canon of
Scripture were indeed imperfect and needed an addition, then the gifts of
revelation would be needed as well as the power to work miracles, since 'it is
requisite that revelation should be confirmed by miracles.'
A further reason why Edwards emphasizes the cessation of the gifts with such
confidence is because he is employing what Ramsey has called a 'means-end
argument'. The extraordinary gifts are but a means to an end, and once that
end is reached they no longer have a purpose. As we have seen, Edwards
touched on this in his earlier sermon, sermon two. 'Revelations and miracles'
were given so as 'to promote the setting up and building up of Christ's

kingdom in men's hearts ' and for 'revealing and confirming the mind and will
of God.' This was achieved with the inscripturation of the canon, which
Edwards can describe as 'the great and principal means of grace.' No longer
needed by the church, the gifts can thus cease. Divine love, on the other hand,
is the end that the miraculous and revelatory gifts are ultimately designed to
promote. Consequently, it 'remains when the means cease'; indeed, 'it remains
forever.'

The millennium and the extraordinary g!fts
History's course, though, has not yet finished and it might well be the case that
there would be a future restoration of the gifts. In particular, 'some have
thought,' Edwards says, ' that the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit of God are to
be restored in the future glorious times of the church,' that is, in the
millennium. Edwards does not specify who are the 'some' he has in mind at
this point, though he does go on to describe them as 'many divines' and 'some
now living.' One influential Puritan author who seems to advocate a
restoration of the gifts in the millennial era is Thomas Goodwin (1600-1680),
the English Congregationalist. In hi s A Glimpse of Sion 's Glory: or, The
Churches Beautie Specified he states that among the characteristics of the
church in the millennium is that 'the gift of the saints shall be abundantly
raised. He that is weak shal l be as David, and he that is strong as the Angel of
the Lord, (Zech 12:8), and then shall be accomp lished that promise, that God
' will pour his Spirit on them; and their young men shall see visions, and their
old men shall dream dreams' (Joel 2:28). It was fulfilled in part upon the
Apostles, but the full (measure) is not till that time when knowledge shall be
increased. '
Edwards, like many of the seventeenth-century Puritans that he admired,
firmly believed in a future golden age for the church within the realm of
history, a period of unprecedented growth and prosperity for the church
immedi ately prior to the final coming of Christ. Some remarks that were once
said of Samuel Hopkins, one of Edwards' closest friends and most influential
disciples, could easily have been said of his mentor: 'The millennium was
more than a belief to him . It had the freshness of visible things. He was at
home in it.' As Edwards envisioned this golden age, it was to be characterized
by an outpouring of the Spirit 'in measures so much more abundant than ever
were before.' This rich outpouring, though, would not include a restoration of
the extraordinary gifts. 1 Corinthians 12:31, Edwards reminds his hearers, had

called upon God's people to seek 'a more excellent way' than the pursuit of
the gifts. This ' more excellent way' is nothing less than ' the influence of the
Spirit of God working charity or divine love in the heart.' Since this future era
in the church 's history is to be 'vastly more glorious than all that was ever
before it,' he reasons that the Spirit will be poured out in a way commensurate
with the excellency of that era.
Furthermore, 1 Corinthians 13:8 and the next two verses talk of that which is
imperfect, the extraordinary gifts, disappe<u·ing with the advent of that which
is far more perfect, 'the influence of the Spirit of God in love.' The presence
of the extraordinary gifts thus bespeaks a time of imperfection in the church's
history, a time when the church is in its infancy. Edwards supports this latter
remark by citing 1 Corinthians 13: 11 , a verse that speaks of 'childish things'
being put away. The millennial state, on the other hand, is a period when 'the
church is come, as it were, to the stature of a man,' a clear allusion to
Ephesians 4: 13 , a verse that is cited earli er in the sermon. Presumably the
reference to childhood in l Corinthians 13: 11 suggested it as a good contrast.
Thus, the Northampton preacher concludes: 'The Apostle seems to call these
gifts of prophecy and working miracles childi sh things in comparison with that
nobler fruit of the Spirit, di vine love. '
Nor does God need these mi raculous gifts to introduce the 'glorious times of
the church. ' Explicitly referring to the way that he had seen the Spirit of God
work in the revival at Northampton in 1734-1735, Edwards is confident that if
'the Spirit of God be poured out only in hi s gracious influences in converting
souls, and infusing divine love into them in such a measure as he may, thi s will
be enough without revelations or miracles to produce all the effects which
need to be produced in order to bring about the glorious times.'
The sermon concludes with a renewed warn ing to be 'exceedingly cauti ous'
about regarding mental impressions as special revelation from God and an
exhortation to earnestly seek 'Christian and divine love. ' To have the latter,
Edwards states in characteristic fashion, is to ' have that within us which will
be of an immortal nature, and which will be a sure evidence of our own
blessed immortality, and the beginning of eternal life in our soul s.'

This writing by Prof Michael Haykin is extracted from a fo rthcoming book
and is reproduced here with permission from Evangelical Press.

The "Wright" View of Justification
Philip Eveson

The evangelical world is not as clear on
the subject of justification as it used to
be. One of the people responsible for
muddying the waters is NT Wright, or
Tom Wright (as he likes to be called in
hi s popular paperbacks), the new
bi shop of Durham.
Why should we draw attention to the
views of this Anglican cleric? For one
thing, he comes from a Refo rmed
evangelical backgro und. He is also an
internationally renowned authority on
New Testament issues. What is more,
he is no liberal academic but one who
argues strongly for the bodily
resurrection of Christ and has written
an 800 page volume on th at. In
addition, he is an engaging speaker
who can apply his scholarly insights to
the life and ministry of the Church. He
has populari sed hi s views on
justification and claims that he is more
biblical than the Reformers. Opinions
are di vided over him. Wild and often
in accurate accusations ha ve been
made, while other evangelicals are
cautiously favo urable toward his
views. What, then, is Wright saying on
justification that is causing such a stir,
and in what is he departing from the
Protestant Reformed position?

The gospel according to Wright
Contrary to what evangelicals have
believed, Wright considers that
justification by faith alone is not part of
the gospel. It is 'implied by the gospel'
but it is not the essence of the gospel.
He maintains that Paul did not preach

justification by faith to the pagan world
of his day. What is the gospel
according to Wright? It is ' not
primaril y a message about sinful
human beings' and how they might
attain justification and salvation .
Rather, it is the advancement
concerning the person of Jesus, that he
is Israel's Messiah and Lord of the
whole world. In the gospel God's own
righteousness is 'un veiled' meaning
that the gospel di scloses God 's
covenant faithfulness. It shows how
God in his faithfulness to hi s promises
to Abraham has acted decisively in
Jesus the Messiah. It reveals to Jews
that the promises they had cherished
have now been fulfilled in a way they
have least expected. It also reveals to
Gentiles that the God of Israel is the
one true God who has acted in Jesus ' to
put the world to rights'. In Jesus, the
decisive victory has been won over the
powers of evil on the cross and the
resurrection represents the dawn of a
new
age.
The
announcement
concerning Jesus poses a challenge
concerning Jesus to all other powers
that claim our loyalty and presents us
with a divine summons to turn from
present allegiances and submit to this
Lord and Messiah.
It is not what Wright affirms that is the
main problem, but what he omits and
denies. I am wary of those who
emphasise the Lordship of Christ and
say little or nothing about him as
Saviour. The very name 'Jesus'
reminds us of what the gospel is about:
'You shall call his name Jesus, for he
will save hi s people from their sins'
(Matt I :21). The essence of the gospel
for Paul included the truth that Christ

died for our sins according to the
Scriptures (1 Cor 15:3-4).
Justification according to Wright
Wright believes that justification is
God ' s dec laration that those who
believe are in the right, which for him
means declaring 'that they are God's
true covenant people'. He is adamant
that it is not about how individuals are
accepted by God, but about how the
people of God are defined. He does
not believe Luther's 'wondrous
exchange'. He claims that to red uce
Paul's thinking about the cross to terms
of a law court is to diminish and distort
it. Justification is 'not how God makes
someone a Christian, it is hi s righteous
declaration that someone is already a
Christian.' The New Perspective is all
about assurance ; it is not about 'getting
in ', but the assurance that one ' is in ' the
family of God. Thus Wright believes
that justification defines the Church. It
is declaring who the people of God are.
According to Wright Paul in Galatians
was not denouncing those who were
teaching and believing in some kind of
merit theology. His attack was directed
at those who confined God 's people to
one race.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Is he right?
In this short article it is possible only to
raise concerns about his teaching.
1. While it is one of Paul's intentions
to show who are the true people of
God it is not Paul' s only concern.
2. To define justification in terms of
covenant membership is wrong.
Covenant family membership is
one of the results of justifica tion .
3. How an individual is put in a right
legal position before God is not a
secondary issue in Paul's teaching.
It is not something taken for

8.

granted or 'thrown in ' for good
measure.
Wright uses the covenant metaphor
to narrow our focus and to
over-ride the law court and
of
book-keeping
metaphors
Romans
4
for
hi s
own
interpretative purpose.
It is not possible to separate
conversion and justification in the
way that Wright does. The human
response to God's summons
involves faith in Christ that is the
instrument of our justification. We
are justified by faith.
He has a faulty view of justifying
faith, describing it as our belief in
Jesus as Messiah and Lord and our
loyalty to him. But faith is selfdespairing trust in Christ alone who
died for the ungodl y.
The Law of God is confined to
Israel , and since in terms of human
rebellion sin against God is not
stre sed, sin is personified as a
mysteriou s power that di sturb s
humanity. God 's wrath is against
such evil in creation. The cross is
not seen as the place where Christ
received the punishment that
sinners deserve, but where this
power of sin is judged .
Wright's teach ing shifts the focus
away from our position before God
to our position in the Church.
His definition thus removes the
great stumbling-block between
Protestants and Roman Catholics.

Reforma tion Today thanks GRACE
magazine for permission to print this
article.
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Progress in Albania
This description by Geoff Thomas is real history as it describes changes in
Albania which until recently vaunted itself as the nation of atheism. Gradual
progress is being made. 'Who despises the day of small things? Men will
rejoice when they see the plumb-line in the hand of Zerubbabel'
(Zech 4:10).

From left to right, Shaun and Jennifer Thomson, missionaries in Gjirocaster, Ian and
Violet McNaughton and Geoff and Shirley Townsend, missionaries in Gjirocaster. Jan
McNaughton is a pastor in Huyton, Wirral, Liverpool.

Albania is a country in the Balkans
about the same size and population as
Wales. It adjoins Serbia where almost
2 million Albanian speakers li ve.
Kosova is 92% Albanian. It also
adjoins Greece, and is across the sea
from Italy where many Albanians
work and whose soccer they follow. It
is Europe's only majority Muslim
country, but Islam is held very
nominally. There are derelict
mosques everywhere. In the town of

Gjirokaster (population of 35
thousand) where we went after the
conference, three mosques are in
ruins and the remaining one is poorly
attended . The scattered mosques are
largely empty. Albania has been a
nation which throughout its history
has been dominated by surrounding
countries. In 1945 Communism was
enforced. Its dictator, Enver Hoxha,
announced in 1967 that it was an
atheistic state but in
1991

Communism collapsed when Hoxha
died. Every day in Tirana we drove
past the plinth on which his statue
once stood. His successor announced
that the attempt to achieve atheism
had been a mistake. A million
Albanians left the country to find
work across Europe and in North
America.
Tirana is the size of Cardiff - 300,000
people - and growing rapidly, in fact
every single town is a building site.
You cannot travel along a road for
five minutes within a hundred miles
of Tirana without noticing new
blocks of flats and offices going up.
There is a buzz in the air and hope for
the future. The old and new jostle, the
burdened donkeys, the cultivation of
some fields with a horse or ox and a
wooden plough, cutting hay with a
scythe, the beggars everywhere - in
the cities they are carrying sleeping
children ; they are persistent and
angry at refusals. Then there is the
new; the shops, the stereotyped dress
of the young copied from European
TV programmes, the smart business
women, the Mercedes everywhere,
the cafes on the sidewalks, the
restaurants, the skyscrapers. Ten
more years and the country could be
flourish~ng and then there will be the
new enemy of materialism to oppose
the gospel. Albania has some oil and
much fertile land and fine deep water
ports. The old and new was evident in
the sight of a shepherd using a mobile
phone while sitting on the back of a
donkey. Both our 'Bed & Breakfast'

and the conference were situated in
the wealthiest part of Tirana, the
capital of the nation and so untypical
of the whole.
The traffic is scarey, as bad as
Manila, with old ladies and
gentlemen walking or wobbling on
their bikes with speeding vehicles
going by. Car horns sound
incessantly. The conference was held
in the Lincoln English Language
School ten minutes drive away from
the 'Bed &Breakfast' where we were
staying. This conference is the first, a
coming together of two similar
strands of evangelicalism in Albania,
which hitherto have had small
separate annual conferences, the
Albanian Evangelical Mission which
had chosen myself as a speaker and
the: men of the John MacArthur's
Shepherds' Conference who had
chosen John Glass, the pastor in
Geneva, to address us. The leaders
from John MacArthur's church have
opened this language school. It is
based in a former home of Enver
Hoxha - his town residence - and is
about 200 yards from the Parliament
building. The place in which he
dreamed his atheistic dreams was the
very venue of our conference!
Virtually all Albanian young people
want to learn English, and so this
language school run by Californian
missionaries, and another run in
another part of town, are thriving.
They support themselves and also
make enough profit to pay the $8000
a month rent on the former Enver

Hoxha property. The large room
where we had our conference is their
Sunday meeting place.
The conference was bilingual. The
American church had purchased
simultaneous translation equipment
and so there was none of the startstop mechanism of speaking through
a translator. The Albanian messages
were translated into English and viceversa. The translators sat in the
window and one could hear through
the headphones the birds chirping in
the large garden behind them . We
were forty people regularly present
and about sixty people attended in the
evenings; the room was just the right
size. The powerpoint presentation at
the side of the pulpit spelled out the
following announcement - which was
projected on the wall in large letters
throughout the whole Conference,
' Konference e Barinjue & Fjala, Maj
2005, Ju Lutem, Fikni Celularin'
which means, 'The Shepherd and
Word Conference, May 2005'.
Shepherd is the American MacArthur
half, and Word is British Albanian
Evangelical Mission half. But what
was the keynote verse for the
Conference? ' Ju Lutem, Fikni
Celularin?' It simply said, 'Switch
Off Your Cell Phones.'
How strong is Christianity 111
Albania? They say that since freedom
to worship and evangelise was
granted in 1990 (when there was one
single church in the whole country)
about 120 evangelical churches have

Shaun Thomson and Geoff Thomas

come into existence with about 8,000
professing Christians . There is plenty
of corruption in the nation; how the
country needs Christians to be its salt
and light. There are a few Bible
Schools and the MacArthur Grace
Baptists put on a presentation during
our conference of a new college they
are opening next year up to Master's
level, with full time lecturers and
with DVD 's of all the lectures given
at the Masters ' Seminary in
California. What leadership, drive,
confidence and fund-raising powers
Americans have! There are a growing
number of books translated into Tosk
Albanian.

At the conference Stuart Olyott's
Dare to Stand Alone, his commentary
on Daniel, appeared for the firs t time
selling at under a pound. A free copy
was given to everyone. There were
other books by Dr Martyn LloydJones, Jonathan Edwards, Flavel,
Smeaton, Leahy and Richard
Alderson's little book on the first
century Christians which sells very
well in Albania. There are only a
couple of Christian Book Shops in
the nation. Conferences and churches
are the places where these books sell,
but until there are stronger churches
and more powerful preaching,
literature is not going to sell like hot
cakes. Book distribution entails
weary, heavy work, transporting and
delivering boxes to the few outlets,
and homes fill up quickly with boxes
of new books waitmg to be
purchased. There are three different
hymn and song books in Albania, and
now there is a committee bringing
these together and adding a number
more to make a hymnal of 400 hymns
in Albanian.
The young translator at the
conference was quite outstanding.
Early twenties and soon to marry a
pastor's daughter, top of his class in
English at the Tirana university. He
comes from one of those nominal
Muslim
households
and
had
memorised large chunks of the Koran
as a boy, and then God began to work
in his life and he began to attend the
church in Gjirokaster. What a

wonderful change has taken place in
his life!
Another believer of vitality is
Andrew Geuter whose journey to
salvation began when his father-inlaw said to him: "Andrew, you need
Jesus Ch1ist."
His wife, who was herself then a long
way from God, had to repress her
giggles. But God used the words and
Andrew began to read the Bible. A
great change began to take place in
him and in his wife also and in some
of their seven children. He went to
the Birmingham Bible College where
he heard about the situation in
Albania and after graduation was
there and working with Shaun
Thompson who is the pastor in
Gjirokast:er. He has great facility in
learning languages and a voice like a
bell. Shaun and Andrew took openair meetings together in various
Albanian towns. Andrew would start
to sing in his fine baritone in a market
place:
What can wash away my sin?
Nothing but the blood of Jesus.
What can make me white again?
Nothing but the blood of Jesus.
How precious is the flow
That makes me white as snow.
None other fount I know
Nothing hut the blood of Jesus.
The crowds would gather and soon
the two men would be preaching to
scores of Albanian men.

Common Grace
What it is and why it's important
Steven K Mittwede

Every true believer knows of grace, for it is only by grace - through faith
- that anyone can be saved (Eph: 2:8). In fact, the present and future
aspects of our salvation as well - sanctification and glorification,
respectively - can only be realised within the scope and operation of God's
grace. Thus, grace is the foundation and fuel for every aspect of salvation.
However, some believers are unaware of, or little understand and
appreciate, the distinction that has been drawn between special (saving)
grace and common (general) grace 1• It is the purpose of this brief
discussion to explore the doctrine of common grace and its import for
believers, especially as it impacts ' worldview construction' and outreach.
In the interest of academic integrity, it should be admitted that some
Christians vehemently reject the concept of common grace. In fact, a
major split occurred among some (mainly Dutch) Reformed Christians and
consequently a new denomination formed over this point of doctrine. As
Charles Terpstra points out, 'The Protestant Reformed Churches (PRC)
have their origin in a rejection of the doctrine of common grace as it was
officially adopted by the Christian Reformed Church (CRC) in 1924.' 2
One of the major opponents of this doctrine was Herman Hoeksema. He
believed that all of the non-elect are enemies of God, who 'hates His
enemies and purposes to destroy them, except those He chose in Christ
Jesus' .3 Thus, any good that the non-elect may experience cannot be
construed as grace in any form , for how can anything be attributed to grace
which leads to the recipient's 'inevitable destruction' ?4 Indeed, we would
do well to remember that without the Good News, the news - ultimately is all bad.
- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - 21

However, as Richard Mouw points out, Jesus ' own command is that we
love our enemies and do good to them; and the Father Himself is 'kind to
the ungrateful and the wicked' (Luke 6:35). 5 How do we reconcile such
wrath and such kindness, justice and mercy? This seeming paradox is
worthy of our prayerful, thoughtful study.
In any case, the fact remains that most evangelical believers would accept
the idea that there is a general, non-saving grace from which all - elect and
non-elect - benefit. Let us consider the forms that common grace takes.

Abraham Kuyper's explanation

Dutch Renaissance man Abraham Kuyper (1837 -1920) has been
recognised as the developer of the theology of common grace. Although
many earlier theologians had recognised that 'God blesses the whole
creation with unmerited material and temporal benefits' ,6 Kuyper went far
beyond the others by emphasizing that the principle of common grace 'has
broad implications for the practices of Christians as they relate to creation
and society' .7 Or, as James Bratt has glossed, common grace is a 'theology
of public responsibility, of Christians' shared humanity with the rest of the
world' .8
Notwithstanding the heinous abuses of some later Kuyperians, such as
some elevating social responsibilities over world evangelisation, and
others trying to justify their own conformity to worldly ideas and
practices 9 , Kuyper's development of common-grace theology has
produced in many believers a healthy appreciation for the role of
Christians in every field of human endeavour. Kuyper's desire was to
show that we must be active witnesses in every sphere of our existence for God is active in every sphere - and consequently to do away with any
compartmentalisation into secular and sacred categories.

A negative aspect - restraint

A first major plank in his case for common grace was Kuyper's recognition
of its operation as a restraint of God upon the process of the sinful

development of history. 10 Earl Radmacher similarly emphasises the need
for common grace, for apart from it society could not continue to function.
He notes that the debasing, judicial, corrupting, deceiving, debilitating and
blinding effects of sin would overcome us and our world if not for God's
common grace. 11 Radmacher summarises this aspect of common grace:
'Common grace keeps the human race from displaying the fullest
demonstration of its depravity - Man is not as manifestly evil as he might
be.' 12

Positive aspects - development, accomplishments and government
The other major plank in Kuyper's case for common grace is a certain
positive accomplishment in history that the sinner is enabled to make by
God 's gifts to him. 13 As Radmacher points out, 'Many unregenerate people
give evidence of noble, gracious, and benevolent deeds' . 14 He goes on to
explain that God channels his common grace to mankind through natural
(general) revelation; through sunshine, rain and crops; through human
government; through Christian testimony; and through the true, the good,
and the beautiful. 15 The challenge before believers is to grasp the breadth
and the depth of God's grace, even in the most mundane corners of their
and their unsaved neighbours ' existence.

Commonness
To some extent, common grace 'levels the playing field' for believers and
unbelievers. First, there is no reason to suggest that believers are more
successful doctors or researchers, nor more accomplished artists or
businessmen, than their unbelieving counterparts, notwithstanding the
obvious differences in their motivations. As noted above, God can and
does bring about positive developments in human civilisation through
regenerate and unregenerate alike. Therefore, we Christians share with
unbelievers the privilege of being recipients and channels of common
grace.
Second, these two groups share their creatureliness. Both are of value
because they are created in God's image, and both contend with the flesh .

Third, our degree of commitment to culture compromises our commitment
to God and his purposes. If our confidence is in humanity, we cannot be
what we were made to be.
Finally, we all - saved and unsaved - have need of the Saviour. You may
demur, 'I'm in Christ. I'm saved. Everything has been taken care of once
and for all. ' While that is true, it does not preclude the fact that every
believer has a need to depend moment by moment on Christ. We continue
to need grace for living; although we have been justified, we need grace
for the life-long process of sanctification. Thus, when we share Christ with
the unsaved, we should share with sincere recognition of our ongoing
need, not with a detached air of comfort. 16

Eschatology
W C Campbell-Jack cogently notes that the eschatological perspective of
the New Testament utterly condemns any belief in 'an evolutionary
progress towards a utopian society' . 17
However, as citizens of the
kingdom, we are involved in 'an anticipatory defeating of Satan in the
proclamation and living of the Word' . 18
There is no room in our theology -- if biblical -- for anything that smacks of
social (or biochemical, for that matter) Darwinism. No matter what the
extent of God's common grace, ultimately human society will collapse, for
he has made this patently clear in his Word. Campbell-Jack writes:
All history moves towards this goal: the new heaven and the new earth.
The ultimate meaning of transcendent purpose is centred in an expected
future in Christ. The goal of Christ's redemption is the renewal of the
entire cosmos. 19
God's purposes will not be thwarted. For now, common grace operates,
restraining evil and allowing positive accomplishments. But there comes
a day when, as Radmacher - in a brief analysis of Paul's warning in 2
Thessalonians 2:6-12 states, 'The supernatural restraint of sin will be
terminated and the dual forces of mankind 's depravity and Satan 's tyranny
will be evident.' 20

Common grace and culture

Opponents of common grace insist that it is hopeless for Christians to
think that they can redeem their culture by cooperating with unbelievers.
Of course, they are correct. I would suggest, however, that this criticism
is a red herring. Few proponents of common grace would suggest that the
world can be 'straightened out' by believer-unbeliever cooperation, yet
opponents tirelessly argue that this is the hope of common-grace
advocates.
On the other hand, if this doctrine is rejected, if we conclude that society
is hopelessly doomed to decay and corruption, there is no reason
whatsoever for believers to work for societal change or advance, whether
in politics, business, science or the arts. Although we still have specific
commands and principles that enjoin us to moral, God-honouring
behaviour, we would have no impetus to be salt and light by working for
public law and order, by standing against abortion and substance abuse, by
encouraging integrity in relationships, and so on.
The issue is not whether or not culture can or should be redeemed but,
rather, doing and encouraging right things because they are right. Even
many of the most hardened transgressors of God's law may still contribute
positive things to society. Although total depravity is a reality, that doctrine
does not mean that everyone is as bad as he or she possibly can be.
Someone may be a confirmed atheist (or Buddhist, or Muslim) and still, by
God's (common) grace, find a cure for a dread disease, contribute vast
sums to ameliorating the suffering of those less fortunate, or simply deeply
love their family, or obey traffic laws.
The sad result of the rejection of common grace is that 'rejecters' can
become so isolated from the world that they are not salt and light in any
respect. They can view the unsaved around them simply as infidels unregenerate, non-elect, enemies of God. Their attitudes toward the
unsaved can range from a lack of compassion to unbridled disdain. After
all, if these people are unsaved, God's wrath is upon them; why then
should believers too not view them as enemies? Certainly we must reject
such attitudes and embrace his grace, special and common.

Discussion and conclusions

What good can come from accepting the doctrine of common grace? As
new believers come to understand who they are in Christ and their role in
the world, their developing worldview needs to accommodate apparently
non-saving good and appreciate the ways that God blesses mankind in
spite of its general rebellion and its antipathy towards him and his
purposes.
Common grace also means that we can work side by side with unsaved
people with the hope that good for individuals and/or society will result
from our efforts. While that good is not salvific, it may contribute to
temporal order or assist someone less fortunate. Moreover, if we work
with unbelievers, we will automatically have opportunities to testify of
God's special grace in Jesus Christ and to explain our hope for eternity. 21
Furthermore, our view of God as Sustainer would seem to dictate that we
embrace common grace. If it weren't for God 's common grace, there is no
doctrinal framework for understanding why the world in general, and
individual sinners in particular, should be allowed to continue existing.
And why would God give sun, rain, crops and enjoyment of mundane
things (e.g., Matt 5:44-45; Acts14: 17; Ecc 3:13) to mankind in general if
his only posture toward it were one of wrath? By way of example, when
God preserved his people Israel through the ascendance of Joseph under
the Egyptian Pharaoh, were not the Egyptians themselves major
beneficiaries? The same may be argued for the role Daniel and his Hebrew
companions played in Babylon.
Finally, in so far as God's character is the standard by which human
morality is measured, would he not rather that any man or woman,
regenerate or unregenerate, choose to act in a manner consistent with his
character?

The Baptist Confession of Faith of 1689 states,
As for works done by unregenerate men, even though God may have
commanded them, and they may be highly useful both to themselves

and to others, yet they remain sinful works for the following
reasons:
they do not originate in a heart purified by faith;
they are not done in the right manner prescribed in Scripture;
and they are not directed to the glory of God as the only right end.
Hence, they cannot please God,
nor can they make a man fit for the reception of grace.
Yet the neglect of such works is more sinful and more displeasing to
God than is the performance of them. 22
Or, as Mouw writes, 'The implication here is that there is a category of
moral acts performed by the unregenerate that are more pleasing to God
than their non-performance would be' .23
He Shines in All That's Fair; 24 we must affirm this simple but profound
truth. If something is good, positive, attractive, or even just orderly and
'normal', we can assume it is that way as an expression or outworking of
God's mercy and grace in human culture. We must equip new disciples to
appreciate the wideness of God 's grace and mercy as they develop a
Christian worldview, and see that common grace, though not salvific, does
provide the ground for our engagement with a spiritually needy world.
And, finally, to be true to our calling in Christ, we must be utilisers of
common grace and messengers of special grace.
NOTES:
M E Manton defines com mon grace as follow s: 'The favour which God gives to all
people, including those he does not intend to save. He 'makes hi s su n to ri se on the evil
and on the good, and sends rain on the just and on the unjust' (Matt 5:45). Acts 17:25,26;
28-29a, also speak of God 's grace to all people. Because of common grace, there is a
certain goodnes s in human beings though not, of course, a goodness which saves them
(Matt 5:46; 7:9-ll ). Unconverted people can enjoy the good things which God has
created and can use the talents he gives them in art, in music, in writing, in in venting , etc.
2 Thessalonians 2:6-7 says that God hold s back evil until a certain time when it will break
loose (verse 8). The restraining power is part of God 's common grace.' (A Dictionary of
Theological Terms, London: Grace Publications, 1996 [2001]). Herman Dooyeweerd
offers this succinct definition: 'The grace given to the community of mankind as such,
without di stinction between regenerate and apostate persons.' (Roots of Western Culture:
Pagan, Secular, and Christian Options, Toronto: Wedge, 1979), 37.
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Do we go to church to worship?
Bill James
There is a new view of worship abroad in evangelical circles. This is not
merely a re-hash of the old controversies over worship styles: contemporary
vs . traditional music, Psalms or hymns , bands and choirs. The new teaching
raises the far more fundamental question about whether what we do in church
on Sundays should be described as distinctively ' worship' at all.
We are all familiar with the teaching of Romans 12: I and the emphasis of
much of the New Testament that all of life is worship - everything we do is to
be to the glory of God. Now the question is raised: is it right to describe our
church gatherings on Sunday as 'worship' in any special sense? Are we
perhaps slipping back into an Old Testament model of special times, places
and rituals to approach God when in fact the New Testament teaching is that
all of life is to be lived in God's presence and to his praise? Perhaps even to
call our church gatherings 'worship services' is an unhelpful concession to a
sacramental way of thinking. Rather we should see church meetings as
commanded for the reason of fellowship and mutual encouragement (Heb
10:25).
This new approach originated in evangelical Anglican circles and is widely
accepted, especially amongst 'Proclamation Trust' men in the UK. Nonconformists are also being drawn to this teaching and either consciously or
unconsciously are accepting its assumptions. At a recent fraternal of reformed
evangelical pastors the speaker made the comment in passing, as an aside, 'Of
course in the old days we used to think that we went to church to worship, but
now we know that the purpose is for fellowship and encouragement.'
First we will examine the basis of this new approach to 'worship' , and then
offer a brief critique.

Foundations of the new view of worship
Towards the end of 2003 a series of articles by Tony Payne appeared in the
journal 'The Briefing' . This magazine originates from conservative

evangelical Anglicans in Sydney, Australia. A British version is distributed in
the UK by the Good Book Company and is popular in reformed circles, both
Anglican and non-conformist. The theme of the three articles was 'Why do
we worship as we do ?' and was a detailed presentation of the case for worship
being something we do in all of life. The articles were a popularisation and
practical application of David Peterson's book 'Engaging with God: A Biblical
Theology of Worship ' (IVP UK, 1992, Eerdmans USA, 1993). David Peterson
is the Principal of Oak Hill College in the UK; he is an Australian Anglican ,
and former lecturer at Moore Theological College in Sydney.
There is much excellent material in Peterson's book. He demonstrates the
transition from OT ritual s and form s at the temple to the revelation of the Lord
Jesus Christ as central to our worship. It is now through Christ that we
approach the Father; it is his blood shed on the cross which is the grounds for
our forgiveness; in him the types and shadows of the OT are fulfilled and in
him we find the climactic revelation of God and his saving work.
However, Peterson suggests that the NT teaching on worship is more radically
different from OT ideas than we might at first imagine. He observes that when
the NT speaks of worship, it rarely uses the Greek word proskynein (signifying
prostration) which is of such central importance in the Septuagint. The only
occasion in Acts when 'worship language ' is applied to a Christian gathering
is the use of leitourgein (designating priestly service in the OT) in Acts 13:2,
and even here that may be a specific reference to the prophets and teachers
carrying out their appointed ministry in the church. When Christians met
together in Acts, their activity was characterised by Acts 2:42: teaching,
fellowship, breaking of bread, and prayer.
Our attention is then directed to the teaching of the apostle Paul. Peterson
demonstrates from Romans (with particular emphasis on Romans 12: 1-2) that
such acts as love, forgiveness , proper attitude to ruling authorities, and
effective ministry within the church (chapters 12- 15) are all regarded as
'worship ' . Paul also describes his own apostolic mini stry using worship
language latreuo (Rom 1:9) and leitourgos (15: 15). He also uses cultic
language of himself in Philippians 2:17-18. So 'worship ' is seen in the much
broader categories of serv ing the Lord and his people. In Christian meetings
the focus is on mutual edificati on and encouragement as much as praise and
prayer. The models of 1 Corinthians and Hebrews 10:24-25 are used as
examples of every-member invol vement in Christian gatherings.

Overall, the impact is to emphasise the ' horizontal' aspects of Christian
fellowship at the expense of the ' vertical' adoration, praise and thanksgiving
directed towards God in corporate worship. When Peterson comes to Hebrews
12:28-29 which speaks of worshipping God 'acceptably with reverence and
awe' he expounds that in terms of the following chapter Hebrews 13 which
emphasises faithfulness and obedience in Christian living. Even in looking at
the book of Revelation, with its challenge to worship God alone, he takes this
as a challenge to live faithfully in a world oppressed by the devil and
ungodliness.

Practical implications
Tony Payne's articles m 'The Briefing' follow Peterson 's thesis closely;
however, the material is presented in more popular style and the practical
application is explored in detail. The terminology of 'worship service' is
dropped, in favour of 'weekly meeting ' . Several formats for such a meeting
are suggested . For example, the meal-based meeting (including the Lord 's
Supper), brief 10 minute teaching on the issues raised by a passage of
Scripture, discussion with sharing of thoughts and applications, and finally a
closing wrap-up and exhortation. Or alternatively there could be an in-depth
study meeting with teaching, Question & Answer, buzz groups, as well as
some songs and prayer. The family meeting might be a child-friendly snack,
singing of songs, Bible memory verse, game playing, and short talk. The
adults and children might separate for their own more serious teaching
session, but all come together at lunch for a sausage sizzle with cricket on the
minister 's lawn. Other formats are also suggested, with the reminder that
these are just staiters amongst numerou s possibilities.

Evaluation
There are many helpful emphases in Peterson 's material. It is good to be
reminded that worship is to be expressed in all of life. This is profoundly
biblical, and especially highlighted by the Reformers and Puritans. It is also
healthy to reflect that church life is fai· more than simply attending a weekly
worship service to sing hymns and listen to a sermon. The elements of
fellowship , mutual encouragement and works of service are all vital
components of a healthy Christian family.

Both Peterson and Payne bring a useful cntique of unhelpful models of
Christian worship. The sacramental/ Roman Catholic approach makes worship
dependent upon particular times and places, and certain rituals being observed
by properly authorised and ordained clergy. There is an expectation of church
architecture and ethereal choir music to promote what can only be described
as Old Testament forms. This nurtures a divide between the secular and
spiritual realms; it can lead to a mentality of 'punching the clock' of religious
observance without integrating Christian faith with everyday life. Meanwhile
charismatic models of worship can also be unhelpful. It seems to be a
minimum requirement of charismatic liturgy nowadays to begin by standing
for at least 40 minutes singi ng repetitive choruses. This involves manipulation
by the worship band, leading to an emotional 'high' of worship. There might
in some circles be an 'anointed ' leader who is empowered to dispense special
blessings with a sacramental touch. Once again, there is a tendency to create
'holy space' and an expectation that true worship inevitably involves
emotional intensity. In other words , the value of any worship service might be
judged by subjective experience.
While we can caricature Roman Catholic and charismatic extremes, there can
be elements of such attitudes in the most 'reformed' of believers and churches.
So Peterson's emphasis is helpful; yet his reaction against unbiblical extremes
seems to drive him (and certainly Tony Payne) to another extreme in which
praise and devotion to God are minimised or even excluded. In making a
response, Don Carson has some very useful material in the opening chapter of
Worship by the Book, Zondervan 2002, which he edited. Here I will be content
with a few very brief observations of my own:
First, in any biblical theology of worship, we must surely look to heaven as the
consummation of God's purposes for the church. Peterson briefly
acknowledges this, and even that our church gatherings are to anticipate
heaven. Yet he fails to observe that the church triumphant is repeatedly
spoken of by the apostle John as gathered around the throne of God engaged
in corporate acts of praise. If this is our ultimate goal, should not such acts of
worship be the central focus of our gatherings now? It would be strange
indeed if the Lord desired his people's gatherings in glory to be characterised
by praise, but not in the present age.
Second, in both the OT (especially the Psalms) and in the Book of Revelation,
praise and worship are described as the proper response to our glorious God

(eg Ps 145, Rev 4-5). We praise and give thanks and glory to him as our
Creator and our Saviour, and pre-eminently because he is the infinitely
beautiful, glorious and all-worthy God. It is fundamental that the very heart
of Christian life is not ethical living (even in response to our salvation), nor
effective community life within the church, but a delight, enjoyment and
satisfaction in God himself. Whether this emphasis is made in the OT, to be
expressed in tabernacle or temple, or in the Book of Revelation as glorified
worship in the new heavens and earth, the focus is the same. It is God-centred
worship. The first priority of the church is worship, before all else, and this is
the fountain from which all obedience and service must flow. So the principal
activity of the church is to look to God ; to listen to his Word, to marvel at his
wonderful acts , to sing his praises.
Third, it seems to be a false dichotomy to separate the praise of God from the
encouragement and edification of fellow-believers. When we are exhorted in
Hebrews 10:25 that we are to come together to encourage one another, do we
envisage special meetings at which we make a point of boosting each other's
spiritual morale? No, the point is surely that it is the very act of meeting
together which is the encouragement. This is not to disparage many ways in
which we can be a personal encouragement to one another, and should seek
such opportunities. But the greatest encouragement of all is to be with God's
people, focusing on the Lord and praising him together. The mark of a Spiritfilled people is to sing Psalms, hymns and spiritual songs (Eph 5:19). We
surely do not imagine that the apostle Paul here is exhorting us to abandon
common speech and instead burst into song over a cup of coffee together.
Rather, he is speaking of the enjoyment of heartfelt corporate worship. And it
is in this context that we must expect God's people to be edified, and built up,
as we have opportunity to look to the Lord and see afresh his glory, his
character, deeds and commands portrayed in his Word.
So, do we come to church to worship? Yes we do. Of course worship is all of
life. Of course any acts of corporate worship would be pure hypocrisy if not
integrated with a lifestyle to the glory of God in every part. But the Scripture
places vital importance on God's people gathering together to worship (not
only with one another but also mindful of the angels, and saints in every place
and of earlier generations Hebrews 12:22-24). Our acts of corporate worship
are to be God-centred. This is the root of our mutual encouragement and
edification. And we can all see the difference between this and a sausage
sizzle, or a game of cricket.
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Focus on Bangladesh

=====================

From Shalom Church, Singapore,
April 2005
Brief Introduction
The People's Republic of Bangladesh
(the world' s 139th country) is located
on the Indian sub continent in Asia,
having an area of 143,998 sq km and
a population of close to 142 million.
98 % of the population is Bengali., so
it is no surprise that Bangla is the
language of the Bangladeshis.
(English would be familiar to those
living in the capital city of Dhaka.)
Official reports put 83 % of the
population as Muslims, 16% as
Hindus and the remaining 1% as
'others '.

part of the subcontinent. It is hardly
surprising that the Bangladeshis
today remain an arrogant people,
proud of their wealthy past. Bengal is
the place where William Carey
laboured for many years when he
arrived in India. The first Bengla
grammar book was authored by
Carey!
70'

....

...
At the close of World War II it
became
clear
that
Indian
independence was inevitable. The
British, in granting independence to
the Indians , divided the nation
according to religion . The result was
India in the centre (Hindu) , flanked
by West Pakistan on the left, and East
Pakistan (Bangladesh) on the right.

Short History
During the 15th and 16th century
Bengal was probably the wealthiest

From the start it was clear that having
West and East Paki stan as one
cou ntry was a bad mistake. Other
than their common religion (Islam),
the Pakistanis and the Bengalis
hard ly had anything in common. The

seat of the government was in
Karachi, West Pakistan, and with
time decisions made were not in the
favour of the Bengalis in East
Pakistan.
The crunch came in 1970 when the
government decided to make Urdu
the national language, to the
exclusion of Bengali. The proud
Bengalis were incensed! The
language issue soon became a selfgovernment issue. When the
nationalist party, Awami League, won
a majority in the 1971 national
elections, the president of Pakistan
postponed opening the National
Assembly. This provoked the
Bengalis to rebel. Though the
Pakistanis came with brute force to
put the rebellion down, the Bengalis
prevailed with the help of the Indian
Anny. On 16 December 1971 the
state of Bangladesh was officially
created.
This new nation did not have a
smooth start. It was rocked by various
political assassinations , military
coups as well as various natural
disasters. In 1991 democracy was reestablished and Begum Khaleda Zia
of the Bangladesh National Party
(BNP) became the Prime Minister. In
1994, many Bangladeshis became
disenchanted
with
the
Zia
government over its failure to make
good some promised reforms. Harta
(general strikes) were common, most
of which were called and supported

by the opposition parties. In 1996 the
opposition party Awami League won
the election and Sheikh Hasina
Wazed became the Prime Minister. In
2001 BNP regained power and
Begum Khaleda Zia is the current
Prime Minister. It should be noted
that she won power with the help of 3
other political parties, 2 of which are
fundamental Islamic pmties.

Gospel Work

Since the 1970s evangelical churches
have multiplied. Among them there
are now over 20 churches spread out
over 3 of the 6 administrative
divisions of Bangladesh which are
committed to the 1689 Baptist
Confession of Faith. Since the mid90s various pastors and ch urch
leaders have been taught and trained
annually to further equip them for
gospel work. In addition, various
selected books have been translated
into Bengali. The complete list is as
follows:
1689 Baptist Confession of Faith
Spurgeon '.s Catechism
3. Life by His Death (Abridgement
of Owen's Death of Death)
4. Exposition of 1 Corinthians 1214 (BS Poh)
5. Sovereignty of God (AW Pink)
6. Jesus is Both God and Man (S.
Olyott)
7. God Willing (Abridgement of
Flavel's Mystery of Providence)
1.
2.

8. Learning
to
be
Happy
(Abridgement of Burrough 's
Jewel of Christian Contentment)
9. The Roots of True Fa ith
(Abridgement of Guthrie's The
Christian 's Great Interest)
10. God At Work? (Abridgement of
Edward 's The Distinguishing
Marks of a Work of the Spirit of
God)
11. What is a Biblical Christian ? (A
N Martin)
Prayer Items
a)

Persecution

Believers face persecution from the
very first day of their conversion. It
has increased in intensity over the last
two years. With a number of Islamic
Fundamentalist groups moving their
HQ to Bangladesh, the situation has
further worsened. In June 2004 one of
the earliest believers was so badly
thrashed that he was bedridden for 6
months before he passed away in
December. It is very common to have
the enemies of the gospel following
the preachers from place to place,
seeking to undo the work when the
preacher leaves. (This is similar to
what the circumcision group did to
Paul in the days of the apostles. )
b)

Disasters

Floods and cyclones are common.
The believers live in the low-lying
regions. They experience flooding for
6 months in a year! Some have been

drowned. Water-borne diseases are
rampant. When flooding is severe,
they may even lose their homes.
c)

Women and children

In their culture women and children
below 12 years old do not attend
public meetings. Hence, the task of
reaching them with the gospel or
building them up in the faith is hard.
It is necessary for more Friday
School (equivalent to Sunday School)
teachers to be raised up to teach the
children, as well as for more mature
ladies to minister to the womenfolk at
home.
d)

Translation

Currently there is only one brother
doing the translation into Bengali.
More translators are needed so that
we can put good, solid Christian
books into circulation. Some of the
translated books have actually
reached parts of India, and there have
been requests for reprints. This
underlines the importance of the
literature work.
Finally the words of Paul in 2
Thessalonians 3: 1,2 would be most
appropriate as the prayer request
from the persecuted believers and
ministers of Bangladesh: 'Finally,
brethren, pray for us, that the Word of
the Lord may run swiftly and be
glorified, just as it is with you, and
that we may be delivered from
unreasonable and wicked men; for
not all have faith.'
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The Papacy
As viewed by Andrei Ferrari, an Italian
pastor

Christ, a Christian? And yet very few
showed discernment and firmness.

In these days we badly need holy
boldness and aggressiveness, especially
in the Light of the overwhelming power
demonstrated lately by Roman
Catholicism. We felt depressed in these
past days to have our national life so
powerfully influenced by popery. The
media, political and public institutions,
places of work, the whole environment
and atmosphere were pervaded by the
'sp iritual'
presence
of
the
representati ve of Rome. As in the
Middle Ages, all the world was bowing
before the corps of the Pope! We have
been saddened to see that many
Protestants paid an undue homage to
Rome as if the Reformation never
happened or even worse as if it were a
mistake. The doctrine of Rome has
never changed and this last Pope was a
'Marian champion' !

I wonder how people like Mark Noll (in
the forthcoming book, Is the
Reformation Over?) can say that the
Pope's theology, as articulated in his
encyclicals, was deep and biblical. Our
Italian pas tor friend Leonardo De
Chirico in his published PhD thesis
affirms the contrary. He says that the
Post-Vatican II Roman Catholic
aggiornamento, even if it shows that
there has been some kind of renewal,
was realised 'without altering the
fundamental structure inherited from
the past and its non-negotiable thrust'
(Evangelical Theological Perspectives
on Post- Vatican II Roman Catholicism,
Bern, Peter Lang, 2004, p 15).

Just consider that for the Jubilee of
2000 a special book of indulgences was
published for the benefit of the pilgrims
to Rome. To us - Italian Protestants - it
is disconcerting and deeply painful that
evangelical magazines such as
Christianity
Today
and
World
Magazine could ever salute the Pope as
an exemplary Christian and a holy man
of God. How can a man that confesses
to be 'totus tuus ' to the RC idol named
'Madonna' ever be considered a man of

We believe that it is a serious mistake to
mix up moral and political issues with
Christianity ; in fact even Muslims are
against homosexuality and abortion!
Brethre n, we speak in this way because
knowing us you unders tand our giving
vent to our frustration in thi s way. In
order to give you more insights into our
perspective on Roman Catholicism, I
attach a declaration of the Italian
Evangelical Alliance.
The Italian
express their
elected Roman
XVI. There is

Evangelical Alliance
welcome to the new
Catholic Pope, Benedict
the expectation that as

the refi ned theologian of Vatican II and
the guardi an of Catholic orthodoxy the
papacy wi 11 be one of theolog ical
tra nspare ncy and spiritu al hone ty.
These qualities have already sho ne
th ro ugh hi s works such as Dominus
lesus (The Lord Jesus) which he wrote
o n the the me of ecumeni sm and
di alogue whil e still a Cardinal in 2000.
Speaking very clearly, he laid as ide
abstract terminology whic h ofte n
obscures the core issues and confronted
them openl y even if somewhat harshl y.
If the dialogue between Evangeli cals
and Catholics is to continue it must
proceed along the lines of 'speaki ng the
truth in love', Ephesians 4.15. It must
be characterised by that same honesty
of the Dominus Jesus in which the
ecumenical agenda is laid out very
clearly. To put it simply one could say:
The Catholic Church, as it opens itself
to dialogue, is unwilling to give up
even one millimetre in its ow n
pos iti ons expecting that others will
move towards her. It's ra the r
paradox ical but this has helped beca use
it has clarified the terms and the
ex pectations.
In the light of what has already been
expressed, Evangelicals are as king of
the Pope two things:
l . In the Dominus Jesus Ratzin ger
affirms that the 'government' of the
o nl y Church of which Peter's
successor is the
leader is
'obj ecti vely' establi shed as the
primacy of the papacy (17). In the
li ght of thi s 'obj ectivity' , it wo uld
seem that there is little that can be
do ne other than by return ing to the

shepherd's fo ld of the papacy. We
wo uld therefore like to ask Benedict
XVI, 'Given this 'obj ecti vity', is a
radical biblical conversion of the
ac tual structures of the Ro man
Catholic Church poss ible? Can what
the Church of Rome is callin g
unch angeable
be
reform ed
according to the gospel of Jesus
Christ?'
2. In that same document Ratzinger
outlines what he considers to be the
fund amental eleme nts of the
Chri stian Church. One of these is the
necessity for a valid role of the
Bishop (in fellowship with Rome)
and the admini stration of the
E uc harist (th at of th e Roman
Church). This cri teri on sets most of
the ev angelical churches in th e
second
division
where
the
communication of grace is lacking
and insufficient. To the new Pope we
wo uld ask, ' Is it necessary to
co nsider the ro le of the c le rgy
essential to the Church? Are the
ex pectations of Pope Benedict XVI
that there be a unilateral and
unconditional surre nde r by the
weaker churches to the Church of
which the Pope is the head ruler?'
Even though we do not recognise the
Pope in a role whereby he wo uld be the
S uccessor of Chri st, the Ita lian
Evangelical Alliance wishes Benedict
XVI well in his work knowing that ' we
ca nnot do anything against the truth,
but fo r the truth ' (2 Corinthi ans 13,8).

Italian Evangelical Alliance, 19th April
2005

Christ in all of Scripture
A review by Stephen D Mason, University of St Andrews

Preaching Christ in all of Scripture
Edmund P Clowney
Crossway Books. Wheaton, Ill, USA, 2003, 189pp, £8.46, $15.99;
ISBN 158134 452 X

Edmund Clowney's recent work entitled Preaching Christ in all of
Scripture is a book which utilises a combination of deductive and
inductive approaches to encourage preachers of today to present Christ
from every location of Scripture. The heart and mind of Clowney's
conviction clearly permeates the pages of the text as he offers theoretical
and practical help for understanding the central role that Christ must have
in the message of the pulpit. The author 's passion for Christ-centred
preaching is reflected in the following statement from the preface,
'Preachers who ignore the history of redemption in their preaching are
ignoring the witness of the Holy Spirit to Jesus in the Scriptures. ' As most
expect from Clowney, an emphasis on the unity of Scripture based on the
single story of redemption which weaves the Testaments together, is the
foundation point for his argument.
Clowney's book may be divided into two initial chapters which
substantiate Christ's presence on the Old Testament and role in preaching,
respectively, and a second section of fifteen chapters which present
Clowney's own sermons that exemplify Christ-centred preaching from the
Old and New Testaments.
In chapter 1 Clowney expounds his view that the key to preaching Christ
in the Old Testament is 'to take into account the full drama of redemption,
and its realisation in Christ' (p 11). He focuses in on Christ's presence in
the Old Testament as Lord and Servant of the Covenant of Redemption. It
is here that Clowney shows the way that Christ is not only anticipated in

the Old Testament, but more accurately is present in the Old Testament by
the way in which he most appropriately satisfies the Lord and Servant
imagery in light of New Testament characterisation of typology and
symbolism, and other evidences of Jesus ' formation in Old Testament
contexts. It is at this juncture that Clowney's discussion becomes a bit
cumbersome. The reader begins to feel the claustrophobia of fitting a
complex hermeneutical discussion within the confines of a few pages.
Clowney's discussion whets the appetite but leaves the reader hungry for
clarification of terms and concepts he mentions such as typology,
symbolism, analogy, allegory, identity, moralism, meaning, and 'original
meaning '; more specifically, the relationships between them (cf esp. p 21).
For example, is typology a kind of symbolism or synonymous with
symbolism? Does the Old Testament text's 'original meaning ' contain the
Christological reading or should this remain distinct? How does the text,
as an original message to Israel, constrain Christological interpretation?
Clowney's discussion falls short of empowering the preacher to use or
discern these ideas and terms with confidence. Despite the problems with
this portion of the book, he does provide a helpful chart to explain his
movement from the Old Testament.
The tenor of the book changes a bit in the second chapter as Clowney
rehearses the way in which Christ is present in sermon preparation. He
does not provide systematic instructions for sermon construction, but
rather reminds the reader of where Christ resides in the preparation,
content and delivery of biblical messages. Clowney's years of experience
and nuggets of insight and truth saturate the discussion.
The final portion and greater part of the book is a sampling of Clowney in
action. His thirteen sermons are enjoyable to read and make the book
worth having on the bookshelf. They exhibit in a general way the
principles presented in the first two chapters. He effectively demonstrates
the depth and fruitfulness of a Christ-centred approach to preaching which
is sensitive to the overarching redemption story told by the two-Testament
canon. Any preacher would benefit from having Clowney's sermons as
legitimate examples of preaching Christ in all of Scripture.
This review first appeared in the Scottish Bulletin of Evangelical
Theology, Spring 2004.
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